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Disclaimer 
This whitepaper file is only for the details motive only. WE attempts to bring correctness to the affirmations 
made or culminations accomplished in this whitepaper. 

The details repeated in this whitepaper may be accurate and its surmises are well thought out. 

WF demonstrates its disavows of any portrayals, vows, and commitments. However, there is no certainty for 
data exactness, the detail transcribed in the whitepaper is obtained from well-founded resources, and the 
content will not infringe third-party rights. 

The incorporation of acquiescent practical sentences is centered on the analytical data of the past, theories, 
and other corroborating results, and hence the system is only anticipated to yield the wanted results in the 
future. The well-grounded surmises and credence expressed in the document may or may not get around to 
specific results, as it entirely hangs on different strayed factors. So, given the perils, the users are not 
stimulated to place any sort of ruinous interconnection on the system and policies introduced. 

WF shoulders no devotion to revising any complying statements to display events or circumstances after the 
date mentioned at the top of this file. 

The data in this file is copyrighted. Copying and/or transferring portions or whole work without authority may 
be an infringement of admissible law. 

 

Introduction 
The appearance of cryptocurrencies has provided unanticipated developments in the fin-tech world over the 
past 11 years. The effective digital currency carried out the unfeasible by escalating the lives of people from 
shreds to wealth over a length of time that needed restraint and brilliance. The extremely sought-after coin in 
this contemporary world, Bitcoin, was estimated at $0.00, precisely close to damn all when it was introduced 
in 2009. Back then, had we been familiar with or had the unsatiable longing for knowledge to grasp the 
appropriate speculation options for a protected future, we could've stocked an excellent deal of it. Or even if 
we had been familiar with it, the chances of traversing the choices of speculation would have been still 
marginal. Nowadays, there are excellent speculation and exchange platforms that aim to ease traders in 
different ways. Yet, indispensable defects always tend to thwart the strives of both users and controllers. 
Victory is on the way if the obstacles are inspected. 

Let's delve into the different perils of crypto-trading and how WF tackles the hurdles in providing constructive 
trading and speculation experience for its reliable users. 

 

Crypto Ecosystem Obstacles 

Convolution and Prevalence 

There are 7.98 billion (783 crores) people in the globe and around 180 million are traders of cryptocurrency, 
which emerges to be the morrow of finance. This terrible fact can be imputed to the convolution of both the 
crypto concepts and the trading procedure included. 
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Schools and colleges never enlighten this subject. People have rarely cognizance of the significance and 
competence of cryptocurrencies. To twist the knife, newcomers lunge into crypto trading in a serpentine and 
jumble setup and squander huge speculations. 

Both newcomers and adept traders need coherence and easement in their planned attempts. Such 
intelligibility and client-focused system are meager, much to their worry. 

 

Liquidity 

Liquidity in any trading floor at a specific time refers to the estimate of the proceeding trading exercise. Flimsy 
trading volume impedes the game plan and gigantic speculations of crypto traders in a moment. So, traders go 
for the trading floor with escalated liquidity so they get to engage with bountiful other co-traders in their 
trading line. 

 

Cyber-susceptibilities 
Malevolent strikes and other cybercrimes are repeated in the sphere of cryptocurrency. Malware texts and 
emails tend to swindle traders and fall victim to hackers. This has been a considerable concern ever since the 
introduction of cryptocurrency. So, traders who are freshers in the crypto sphere are vulnerable to such harm 
more repeatedly on the trading floor than any other. To fix this problem and give an unworried and sheltered 
trading medium, WF has engaged in different dependability courses of action, which will be discussed in the 
forthcoming segments. 

 

Tomorrow of Crypto Sphere 

Needless to say, cryptocurrencies are not similar to stocks and bonds, which are promoted by assurances of 
future earning flows, sometimes produced by an organization's victorious market potential and sometimes by 
a government vow to grasp taxpayers. Rather, cryptocurrencies are financial units promoted by nothing and 
their value hangs on their trustworthiness as a future method of payment to purchase goods, services, and 
other methods of payment. Researchers evaluate that the international cryptocurrency market will more than 
treble by 2030, striking an evaluation of next to $5 billion. Whether they want to purchase into it or not, 
speculators, businesses, and brands can't turn a blind eye to the escalating tide of crypto for long. 

The next segment displays the noteworthy role performed by WF in supporting their traders to speed up 
affluence with trouble-free and sheltered trade. 
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Welcome To WF 

Concise Summary 
WF is the world's secured cryptocurrency trading floor. It focuses to defeat all the troubles experienced by 
common crypto traders and set down a secure and easily operated platform for the forthcoming new age 
group of audiences. Being a consolidated exchange, WF promises the protection and safety of its user's 
information and funds as the system is unified with various security contracts. 

Appropriate order accomplishment from a well-organized auto-matching engine in an extremely liquid market 
is the utmost benefit of WF exchange. Direct trading with various currencies encourages more liquidity from 
the international market. It also creates the procedure easy and high-yielding. WF is esteemed for its easily 
operated built-in interface and encryption capabilities that protect users' data. 

 

Mission 
To give top-notch easily operated trading experience for beginners and skilled traders and support them to 
obtain flawless progress in the crypto sphere with enormous returns. 

 

Vision 
A consumer-oriented crypto trading floor to give compatible capital opportunities in the cutting-edge 
decentralized crypto economy to each and everyone in comfort, with excellence, protection, and impartiality. 

 

Core Standards 
At WF, we aim our only center of attention on the evolution of dilettante traders to specialists and specialists 
to vigorous in the crypto sphere, where the centralized objective is guided by uprightness, reliability, and 
intelligibility. 

 

WF Specialty 
The safety of consumer data is our foremost primacy. Let's delve into the specialty of WF. 

 

Versatile UI 

The undemanding and effortless trade platform interface allows traders with a more engrossing vision and in 
time accomplishment gives flawless profit. 

Undemanding and simple access in the compound sphere of cryptocurrency is the considerable lagniappe of 
WF. 
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Swift Account Formation 

The registration procedure together with the out-and-out portfolio structure includes nominal time because 
the procedure is simple and smooth. 

Trader's WF accounts are entirely chargeless. Charges are not implemented it doesn't matter how long they 
use the services. 

 

Elementary KYC Procedure 

Meticulous KYC corroboration processes are followed to allow reliable traders in the WF Market. 

The one-step-at-time system makes certain appropriate documents are uploaded from entrants, and they get 
way in after the validation procedure. 

 

Various Crypto Duplets 

Facilities to trade countless cryptocurrencies pull traffic from almost all areas of the globe. 

The attainability of FIAT currencies allows crypto traders more options. 

 

Electrically Powered Auto-Matching Engine 

Orders bring about rapid trade, even in the trader's unavailability, with ultra-modern match-making algorithms 
and robust conveying capacity. 

Prompt trading and quick matching bring about immediate profit. 

 

High Liquidity 

The user-friendly platform provides more intelligibility, and hence elevated liquidity. 

Traders are served with so many immediate trading opportunities in a highly liquid market. 

 

Reliability 

With determined safety remaining the fundamental rule, WF enlists the following first-class safety patterns to 
protect traders' funds and data. 

➢ Anti-Spam Code 

➢ Two-Factor Corroboration 

➢ SSL Encryption 
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➢ Ethical Hacking 

➢ Security Examinations 

INR Payment 

The facilities of the Indian fiat currency shape the platform all the more liquid and escalates the trading 
opportunities of Indian traders. 

Indian traders are given the amenity to connect their wallets with their bank accounts and begin trading easily 
with INR. 

 

Spot Trading 

Traders' crypto-resources are carried out and distributed immediately as their trades are adequately 
accomplished by the electrically powered auto-matching engine. 

Traders can trade, make a profit, and grow swiftly. 

 

Openness 

WF will be the original mediator in the centralized exchange. 

WF saves traders' data, aids them to seal trades, and provides them with a content trading experience. 

 

Rewards 

As an act of appreciativeness, WF rewards its traders and social media groups with lots of gifts and 
VIP benefits. 

Traders can claim and uplift their development with WF. 

 

Speed 

Large numbers of transactions are processed in the liquid market of WF, regularly. 

Still, the extremely low latency exchange does not hinder your order. 

 

Client Service 

Complete never-ending troubleshooting to solve consumers' problems and issues. 
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Also, consumers are embraced to share their go-getter. 

 

Free Of Charge Account 

Entirely free-of-charge account enrollment to encourage the trading expertise of traders of people of all age 
groups at a cost-effective expense. 

Traders can enroll for nothing and trade immediately. 

 

Data Confidentiality 

The trader's information is secured with WF as the existence of other third parties is totally suspended. 

 

Rightness 

WF goes along with the industry guidelines and patterns in aiding its trader's trade in a secure and benevolent 
crypto-sphere. 

Also, WF makes certain the whole trading group is bona fide, vigorous, and original. 

 

Purchase And Trade In Cryptos 

Buy and trade in cryptocurrencies at the comfort of a cost-effective transaction fee. 

 

Transfer & Accept Digital Assets 

Rapid crypto transfers can be carried out and received from other exterior accounts with superlative 
protection. 

Currency Conversion 

Construct your profile and uninterruptedly convert one cryptocurrency to another within minutes. 

 

Consume & Withdraw Funds 

Connect your bank account to trade and withdraw funds when needed without any trouble. 
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Deposit & Monitor 

Deposit your crypto holdings with no trouble. Also, obtain a competitive advantage by monitoring the live 
market vogue. 

 

Web & Mobile Apps 

Immediate web notifications aid you keep up to date with price alerts. App development is initiated to 
upgrade portable trading. 

 

 

 

 


